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• Analyze aircraft and ship tracking data to find
anomalies.
• Design plan to report anomalies to central sites.
• Extend the design to include ship data.
• Use machine-learning techniques to find
patterns.
• Speed up the implementation with modern big-
data processing. Overall data flow for detecting and reporting anomalies
Planning Big-Data Distributed 
Processing for Combat ID
Rating aircraft and ships by anomalousness
• We measure the 16 factors for each aircraft, and flag those
that are unusually large.
• We also cluster the data for find anomalous clusters (below).
Speeding up processing
• We sped up a traditional implementation in the
Python programming language by converting it
to run on the Hamming/Grace supercomputer at
NPS with 3000 cores using Apache Spark.
• Speedups were around 100 for the supercomputer
implementation.  This suggests that the task is well
suited for distributed processing.
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Anomaly factors examined
Sampled aircraft positions south of San Francisco
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(1) aircraft location (2) owner (3) heading
(4) altitude (5) speed (6) commerciality (7)
track endpoints (8) time of day (9) not in
airlane (10) irregularity in heading (11)
irregularity in altitude (12) aircraft type
for area (13) atypicality of day (14) not in
a common data cluster
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